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Relativistic corrections to the phenomenologically prescribed interaction between a pair of 
nucleons in a nucleus is computed on the basis of the expression obtained by Yu. M. Shirokov 
for relativistic corrections to the nonrelativistic two-body Hamiltonian. It is found that the 
relativistic corrections depend strongly on the shape of the potential and are of the order of 
0.02-0.2 Mev for a pair of nucleons. 

l. The question of the role of relativistic effects 
in the theory of levels of light nuclei was hardly in
vestigated until recently. Blatt and Weisskopf (ref
erence 1, p.162) express an opinion that these ef
fects can give a contribution on the order of 10 to 
20%. At the present state of meson theory we can
not investigate this problem with any degree of re
liability. A phenomenological examination, based 
on general group-theoretical properties of the rela
tivistic invariance of quantum theory, is therefore 
of interest. The general method for the investiga
tion of problems of this kind is presented in refer
ence 2. 

2. Neglecting rt:lativistic effects, the nucleus 
is described by the non-relativistic Hamiltonian 

(1) 

where Tn is the kinetic energy of the n-th nucleon 

Tn = p~j2M, (2) 

and Hmn is Hamiltonian of the paired interaction 
between the nucleons m and n. In nuclear phys
ics the Hamiltonian, as a rule, is chosen phenom
enologically to satisfy the necessary properties of 
invariance and to agree with the basic experimental 
data on the nucleon-interaction. In particular, the 
Hamiltonian Hmn should be galilean-invariant, 
that is, independent of the total momentum of the 
interacting nucleons. 

It is shown in reference 2 that if relativistic 
corrections are taken into account with accuracy 
to (vIc), 2 the Hamiltonian (1) becomes 

H = ~ T n + ~ H mn + ~ T~ + ~ H~n. (3) 
n m>n n 

where T~ is the correction to the kinetic energy 
of the n-th nucleon, " 
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T~ = - p~/8M3 , (4) 

and H~n is the relativistic correction to the in
teraction Hamiltonian, which equals 

H~m = ( lj8M2) {- H mnP2 

- i (am- an) Hmn [pxP) + iH mn (am- On) [pxP] 

- (P•iJHmnfiJp) (P•p) + iPtPiiJ2Hmn/ iJx,.iJp,}. (5) 
Here 

P = Pm + Pn• P = (Pm- Pn) / 2, (6) 

and x is the operator of the difference of nucleon 
coordinates. 

(7) 

CTm and CTn are the spin matrices of the ro-th and 
n-th nucleons, respectively. The nonrelativistic 
Hamiltonian is assumed specified in the form of a 
function of the coordinate and momentum operators 
of the nucleons. In virtue of conservation of the 
momentum and of the nonrelativistic center of 
mass, Hmn is independent of a/aP and P. The 
Hamiltonian Hmn can naturally depend on the or
dinary and isotopic spins. 

The correction term H~n does not satisfy the 
law of conservation of the nonrelativistic center of 
mass, since it depends explicitly on the total mo
mentum P. H~n vanishes in the center-of-mass 
system of the two nucleons, so that an interaction 
Hamiltonian Hmn phenomenologically constructed 
from on nucleon-nucleon scattering data need not 
include special allowance for relativistic effects. 
However, if a Hamiltonian so constructed is applied 
to the many-body problem, it becomes necessary 
to take into account the correction term (5), for in 
this case it is impossible to go over to a system in 
which the centers of mass of all pairs of particles 
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are at rest. We note that in expression (5) the ad
ditions of order P 2/M 2 and P. p/M 2 are taken 
into account exactly, and that the relativistic cor
rections of order p2 /M2 are not considered at all. 
However, the latter do not contradict the nonrela
tivistic law of conservation of the center of mass. 
and therefore, when constructing a Hamiltonian 
from scattering data, they simply enter into the 
nonrelativistic Hamiltonian Hmn· 

3. To estimate the influence of relativistic ef
fects on the positions of the levels of light nuclei, 
the following calculations were performed: 

Equation (5) was used to calculate the level 
shifts for two particles in the states 

I Os~1.0l), I Os~1,10), llp~1,01), 11p~,01) 

for a Gaussian potential, a Yukawa potential, and 
a rectangular well. Oscillator wave functions were 
used throughout, with r 0 = 1.65 x 10-13 em (i.e., 
hw = 15 Mev). The potentials were chosen in the 
form 

V = V0 (0.317 + 0.500P + 0.183P.Q)f (rja) 

with the following constants: for the Gaussian po
tential:3 

V0 = -51.9 Mev, a= 1.73·10-13 em, f (x) = e-x•, 

for the Yukawa potential (reference 1, p. 50) 

V0 = -68 Mev, a= 1.17 .IQ-13 cm., f (x) = e-x;x, 

and for the potential well (reference 1, p. 50) 

V0 = -33.6 Mev., a= 2.1·10-13.cm; 

The potentials are independent of the velocity. P 
and Q are the permutation operators of the spatial 
and spin variables respectively. The following re
sults were obtained (in kev): 

State 

0 0 
Potential 

o. 
of 0 ~ 0 0 of 

.. t:IJ;;:- .. .,.;;- "i .;;--... .. " 

Gaussian 95 150 52 11 125 -22 
Yukawa 96 142 205 51 120 -21 
Rectangular 

well 115 182 62 8 150 -14 

4. From the foregoing we can draw the following 
conclusions as to which relativistic effects on the 
structure of the nuclear levels are significant for 
a phenomenological statement of the problem. 

The relativistic corrections depend greatly on 
the form of the potential and are of order 0.02-0.2 
Mev for individual pairs of nucleons in a nucleus. 
As a consequence of saturation of the nuclear forces, 
the correction to the ground state can be considered 
to be proportional to the number of nucleons in the 
nucleus, i.e., of the order 0.2-2 Mev for light nu
clei and 2 - 20 Mev for heavy ones. Corrections 
to the relative placements of the nuclear levels 
are of the same order as for a pair of nucleons, 
i.e., 0.02-2 Mev. 

Relativistic corrections are thus considerably 
smaller than given reference 1, and can be disre
garded in the less accurate present-day methods. 
On the other hand, these corrections exceed the er
rors in the experimental measurements of the nu
clear levels, and must therefore be taken into ac
count when developing computational methods of 
accuracy comparable with that of the experimental 
measurements. 
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